Extending XPS
Beyond SAP GUI
pXPS Delivers XPS Functionality from Your Desktop
SCT has extended the functionality of its SAP based shipping software, XPS,
with a browser based solution, pXPS. Now users can take advantage of XPS
features without logging into SAP. pXPS is accessible from any browser
enterprise-wide and is available to all employees, not just SAP users.

Key Benefits
P
 rocess shipments from a web
page outside of SAP
C
 reate shipping requests and
labels from your desk
E
 liminate the need to access
third-party carrier sites
A
 ccess real time shipping status
without logging into SAP
Integrate with GTS to facilitate
export compliance checks

Ease of Use
Employees no longer have to navigate multiple carrier websites. pXPS
users have the ability to create shipping requests for any carrier through
one user-friendly portal. The intuitive user interface streamlines the
shipping process while increasing efficiency.
pXPS users can manage batch shipping, shipment tracking and label
printing all from a single browser interface.
Personal user profiles aid in minimizing data entry and improving data
accuracy while simplifying the shipping process and reducing human
error. The addition of cost centers in the user profile also helps ensure
the accurate allocation of shipping costs.

Core Features
B
 atch processing
D
 angerous Goods shipping
D
 omestic and international
shipping
G
 enerate carrier labels from
browser
Attach documents

Integration
Although users are not required to access SAP, pXPS is fully integrated
and all shipments are stored in the SAP system. Since all of the data
resides in SAP, pXPS shipping information is easily reportable and
auditable allowing for greater control with less risk and fewer variables.
pXPS can be easily tailored to a company’s unique requirements.
Business rules can be applied to ensure alignment with current shipping
procedures. With pXPS, there is no workflow disruption and manual
processes are minimized.

M
 aintain local address book
Cost center assignment

Compliance
Dangerous Goods
pXPS supports and automates the processing of Dangerous Goods.
The workflow-based design guides users through a step-by-step
process facilitating the proper declaration of Dangerous Goods
information. This information is added to the shipping request so
the Dangerous Goods items can be properly packaged and labeled
in the warehouse or mailroom.

Exports
pXPS seamlessly supports international shipping. Built-in GTS
integration meets all export compliance requirements and pXPS
generates all necessary documents.

pXPS delivers the rich functionality you need with the simplicity you desire.

Process shipments
from any browser
outside of SAP.

Simply upload
spreadsheets from
your computer for
easy batch shipping.

Easy to use intuitive
navigation and
integrated help.

Generate and download
shipping reports with
the push of a button.

About SCT Software
SCT Software is a leading provider of innovative logistics execution software servicing the SAP® user community. SCT software solutions
are used globally by manufacturers and distributors to streamline the logistics process. The company’s products give customers increased
visibility ensuring supply chain efficiency. Using SCT solutions, customers gain a competitive edge by reducing overall operational cost,
improving customer service levels and increasing profitability. Focused exclusively on complimenting SAP® logistics capabilities, SCT
solutions enable customers to leverage the investment in their SAP® landscape while providing best-of-breed functionality.
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Visit www.sctsoftware.com or email info@sctsoftware.com for more information.

